cast with an inebriate lot of sinners hardened by habit against every
human significance except one—and why mention 'the one touch of
nature that makes the whole world kin'? I will venture to say that the
aggregation was the worst the world ever saw—at the lowest esthetic level
in all history. Steam heat, plumbing and electric light were coming in as
its only redeeming features.
My first feeling therefore had been a yearning for simplicity. A new
sense of simplicity as 'organic'. This had barely begun to take shape in my
mind when the Winslow house was planned. But now it began in prac-
tice. Organic simplicity might be seen producing significant character in
the harmonious order we call nature. Beauty in growing things. None
were insignificant.
I loved the prairie by instinct as a great simplicity—the trees, flowers,
sky itself, thrilling by contrast.
I saw that a little height on the prairie was enough to look like much more
—every detail as to height becoming intensely significant, breadths all fall-
ing short. Here was tremendous spaciousness but all sacrificed needlessly.
All space was cut up crosswise and cut up lengthwise into the fifty-foot
lot—or would you have twenty-five feet less or twrenty-five feet more?
Salesmanship cut and parcelled it out, sold it with no restrictions. In a
great, new, free country there was, then, everywhere a characteristic
tendency to huddle and in consequence a mean tendency to tip every-
thing in the way of human habitation up edgewise instead of letting it lie
comfortably and naturally flat with the ground. Nor has this changed
much since automobilization made it stupid as an economic measure and
criminal as a social habit. I had an idea that the horizontal planes in
buildings, those planes parallel to earth, identify themselves with the
ground—make the building belong to the ground. I began putting this
idea to work.
The buildings standing around there on the Chicago prairies were all
tall and all tight. Chimneys were lean and taller still—sooty fingers
threatening the sky. And beside them, sticking up almost as high, were
the dormers. Dormers were elaborate devices—cunning little buildings
complete in themselves—stuck on to the main roof-slopes to let the help
poke their heads out of the attic for air. Invariably the damp, sticky clay
of the prairie was dug out for a basement under the whole house and the
rubble stone-walls of this dank basement always stuck above the ground a
foot or so—and blinked through half-windows.
So the universal 'cellar' showed itself above ground as a bank of some
kind of masonry running around the whole, for the house to sit up on—
like a chair. The lean upper house walls of the usual two floors above this
stone or brick basement were wood and were set up on top of this masonry
chair. Preferably house walls were both sided and shingled, mixed up and
down or crosswise, together or with mouldings. These overdressed wood
house walls had cut in them, or cut out of them to be precise, big holes for
the big cat, and little holes for the little cat, to get in or get out for ulterior
purposes of light and air. These house walls were be-corniced or fancy-
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